
Supreme Court Cases
Affecting Federalism



Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee (1816)

 The Marshall Court ruled that state court
decisions in civil cases could be appealed
to the federal courts



McCulloch v. Maryland (1819)

 The Marshall Court ruled that the
necessary and proper clause meant
Congress had implied powers that were
appropriate to exercising the enumerated
powers



Cohens v. Virginia (1821)

 The Marshall Court ruled that decisions of
state courts in criminal cases could be
appealed to the federal courts



Gibbons v. Ogden (1824)

 The Marshall Court ruled that Congress’s
power to regulate commerce among the
states was broad enough to include all
aspects of economic activity



Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857)
 The Taney Court ruled that states had

reserved powers that kept Congress from
interfering with their authority to recognize
slavery

 Dred Scott was an early statement for dual
federalism



Hammer v. Dagenhart (1918)

 The Court ruled that Congress could not
indirectly regulate child labor by
prohibiting items manufactured by children
from interstate commerce

 This case followed the doctrine of dual
federalism



National Labor Relations Board v.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation (1937)

 This is the “switch in time that saved nine”
case

 The Court reversed itself and rejected its
earlier dual federalism position and began
recognizing that Congress could regulate
intrastate commercial activities if they
affected interstate commerce



Wickard v. Filburn (1942)

 The Court upheld the New Deal legislation
known as the Agriculture Adjustment Act

 Even miniscule economic activity (planting of
11 acres of wheat) could be regulated by
Congress because of the cumulative effects
on interstate commerce



Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States (1964)

 The Court upheld the 1964 Civil Rights Act that 
prohibited certain public accommodations (public 
hotels, motels, and restaurants) from refusing to 
serve people on the basis of race

 The Congress based its authority to pass this portion 
of the law on its power to regulate commerce among 
the states

 Evidence was presented to Congress that showed 
that blacks would not travel across state lines as 
much if they could be denied service in public 
accommodations 



Garcia v. San Antonio
Metropolitan Transit Authority (1985)

 The Court overruled its National League of Cities v. Usery
decision from just nine years earlier

 Both cases dealt with intergovernmental immunity  
 In Garcia, the city of San Antonio unsuccessfully argued 

that it was immune from the federal Fair Labor Standards 
Act since mass transit was a traditional state function 
(which, based on Usery, would have made it exempt)  

 The Court threw out its traditional-nontraditional standard, 
stating that in future cases it would leave such decisions 
to the political process, since the framers had designed 
federalism into the political process.



New York v. U.S. (1992)

 The Court ruled that while Congress can
issue conditions or regulations that states
must follow in order to get federal grants,
Congress cannot merely issue an order to
states

 In this case Congress had ordered states, in
some cases, to dispose of nuclear waste



U.S. v. Lopez (1995)

 The Court ruled that Congress could not
prohibit guns within 1,000 feet of public
schools on the grounds that it was
regulating interstate commerce



Johnson v. California (2003)

 California prisoner Garrison Johnson alleged in federal district 
court that the California Department of Corrections used race to 
assign temporary cell mates for new prisoners

 Johnson alleged this violated the U.S. Constitution’s equal 
protection clause

 District and federal appellate courts find that a relaxed 
standard—as opposed to a “strict scrutiny” standard—should 
be used to determine whether prison regulations are 
constitutional

 The prison’s policies were “reasonably related to the 
administrators’ concern for racial violence and thus must be 
upheld,” the appellate court wrote


